An experimentation environment for SDN-based autonomous vehicles in smart cities
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Abstract—The emerging Internet of Things (IoT) in conjunction with Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) have increased the complexity of network administration and control. In this context, recent proposals bring together Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) with AVs practices, i.e., introducing innovative network control strategies bespoke for smart city infrastructures. However, an experimentation environment that combines the realism of an AVs ecosystem with the SDN network paradigm is a necessity, facilitating the investigation of particular research issues, including efficient data management and routing, as well as security. In this demo, we introduce a relevant facility that builds-up on novel open environments for hands-on experimentation, namely: (i) CARLA, an open realistic urban-driving simulator; (ii) Cooja, a state-of-the-art emulator for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs); and (iii) SD-MIoT, a novel SDN solution for mobile IoT. Our experimentation exercise currently focuses on maintaining connectivity of AVs to the fixed infrastructure, e.g., Road Side Units (RSUs), with SDN strategies. We demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed experimentation environment with proof-of-concept results on packet delivery ratio and control overhead, quantifying the efficiency of the considered SDN approach to maintain AV connectivity, as well as with a video visualizing the outcome of our experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The AV ecosystem constitutes a rapidly emerging domain of advanced research, entrepreneurship and innovation. The modern AV is a complex system of various electronic components, multiple sensors and control units. Reliable communication, synchronization and performance of these components are essential to AV infrastructures [1].

To address such issues many recent proposals look at applying SDN principles to Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), paving the way for a new networking paradigm called Software-Defined Vehicular Networks (SDVNs) [2]. SDN offers centralized control, flexibility and programmability in VANETs that facilitate network management and enable new Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) services, including for example, vehicle and road safety services, data management and mobile vehicular cloud services, e.g., infotainment [3].

However, to investigate research challenges and corresponding mechanisms an open experimentation environment for SDN-based autonomous vehicles is a necessity. In this demo we propose an environment that combines CARLA simulator [4], Cooja emulator [5] and our SD-MIoT solution [6] for mobile IoT. CARLA is a well-known open urban-driving simulator that offers realism in our experiments, e.g., it consider moving AVs within a realistic smart city infrastructure. Cooja emulator excels in WSN-based experimentation and SD-MIoT solution [6] brings novel SDN strategies tailored for mobile IoT deployments, while providing holistic management.

The feasibility of our approach is evaluated in controlled scenarios, where we focus on V2I communication and maintain the connectivity of AVs to RSUs, i.e., exploiting SDN strategies provided by SD-MIoT solution [6]. Thus, for an increasing number of AVs that move around a smart city, we configure the SDN protocol and measure its performance in terms of packet delivery ratio (pdr) and control overhead. Our preliminary results demonstrate that our experimentation environment is able to investigate AVs network connectivity and can also be utilized for further experimentation in the SDVN context.

II. DEMO ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 presents an abstract view of our demo architecture, consisting of three layers. At the bottom, we assume a realistic smart city environment containing all relative items, such as roads, traffic lights and vehicles along with their mobility models. We utilize the CARLA simulator that offers, among others, all the aforementioned features facilitating our demo experiment; some of them are depicted on the corresponding
In the middle layer we handle the CARLA-extracted information to apply realistic simulations in Cooja, utilizing an SDN protocol for mobile IoT network environments [7]. The top layer accommodates the SDN controller and its mechanisms, as well as a dashboard functionality allowing protocol’s configuration and network’s monitoring. More specifically, CARLA simulator provides a realistic smart city environment with the option to select among a plethora of smart city alike maps, where a number of AVs are deployed. It supports 2D/3D visualization of each map along with the selected items. The navigation of AVs is controlled by the Traffic Manager (TM). In order to collect accurate and usable data from CARLA, we attach a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensor to each one of the autonomous vehicles and pinpoint the exact location of each RSU throughout the map. We implement the CARLA-API to operate as a mediator between the bottom and middle layer. We convert the realistic AVs moving behavior to mobility data used by the Cooja, i.e., to simulate a VANET IoT scenario.

For the communication between AVs and RSUs, we are using SD-MIoT, our own open-source SDN solution for mobile IoT environments [6]. SD-MIoT consists of an OpenFlow-like data-plane protocol [8] for IoT motes that use Contiki OS and a modular SDN controller that incorporates novel mobility-aware topology discovery mechanisms, routing policies and flow-rule establishment methods, all of them balancing control overhead with routing robustness. We use a flexible, web-based, and user-friendly GUI Dashboard for the overall network monitoring and system management, providing advanced system visualization and configuration options.

To demonstrate the research potential of our experimentations, we used CARLA’s pre-build image alongside with Cooja emulator and our SD-MIoT controller. CARLA simulator is based on Unreal Engine and uses the OpenDRIVE standard for the definition of roads and urban settings. The demonstration starts with the deployment of vehicles - set on autonomous mode - within CARLA’s map. Then, Cooja emulator receives the corresponding coordinates of each vehicle and RSUs via CARLA-API. Cooja and Contiki are concentrating on network behavior and simulate the wireless node network of CARLA’s actors. The final component of our experiment’s sequence is the SD-MIoT controller, where we apply the topology control mechanisms, construct the network connectivity graph and begin the network packet generation process. SD-MIoT’s dashboard illustrates the data, and control packets in real-time, while indicating the finalization of our experiment. A relative short video is available online1.

### III. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT RESULTS

In this section, we present our simulation setups, configurations, and proof-of-concept results. Our main goal is to realize the benefits of the application of SDN protocols in VANET environments towards robust communication performance. We measure the pdr as well as the communication demand in terms of network control overhead. We calculate the $pdr$ as the ratio of the received data packets $R_x$ over sent data packets $S_x$; high values represent reliable data transmission, whereas lower ones reveal deficiencies in network connectivity. We compute the control overhead as the ratio of the control packets $C_x$ (i.e., topology discovery packets) propagated by each AV through RSUs over the total number of packets received by the destination $T_e = R_e + C_x$. We investigate network management and control by carrying out several simulation-runs that exploit the flexibility of centralized SDN solutions in altering network protocol parameters dynamically, in our case network topology discovery interval time. The latter is a critical parameter in mobile network conditions as its proper adjustment affects the network’s connectivity perception, which in turn improves network $pdr$.

We carried out our simulations considering a use-case scenario of 15 AVs operating in a smart city environment where 16 RSUs positioned to offer full radio coverage. The setup parameters are shown in Table I. Since we focus our study on routing processes under mobility, we assume that data loss is only related to distance and no other signal issues of the radio environment. This configuration provides specific judgments related to the SDN network layer mechanisms only and establishes a deterministic environment. As such, there is no need to validate the statistical accuracy of our results.

In Fig. 2, we depict our results using a bar chart that exhibits the end of the simulation (i.e., 30 min) the PDR for both AVs and RSUs (blue bar), that of RSUs only (red bar) and that of AVs only (green bar). Our results present three simulated scenarios where the configuration parameter Topology Refresh Time interval (TRTi) varies, i.e., 20s, 30s, and 40s. As an initial observation, we underline that frequent topology refresh processes improve the network’s $pdr$ performance. In detail, we observe that the $pdr$ of the RSUs (i.e., static network nodes), is close to 100%. This is expected since the RSUs represents fixed network nodes which maintain stable data routing paths.

On the contrary, AVs mobility imposes changes to the network connectivity graph that results in reduced $pdr$ mainly
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1Short demo video

### TABLE I: Simulation parameters and configuration setups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Configurations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility model</td>
<td>CARLA Traffic Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>Town 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map dimensions</td>
<td>400 x 500 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border routers</td>
<td>1 node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSUs</td>
<td>16 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVs</td>
<td>15 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVs speed</td>
<td>[0 – 40] km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>128 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Rate</td>
<td>90 data-packets/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Network</td>
<td>UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical/MAC</td>
<td>IEEE 802.15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Interface</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Range</td>
<td>110 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motes</td>
<td>Cooja mote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS / Simulator</td>
<td>Contiki / Cooja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The top layer accommodates the SDN controller and its mechanisms, as well as a dashboard functionality allowing protocol’s configuration and network’s monitoring. More specifically, CARLA simulator provides a realistic smart city environment with the option to select among a plethora of smart city alike maps, where a number of AVs are deployed. It supports 2D/3D visualization of each map along with the selected items. The navigation of AVs is controlled by the Traffic Manager (TM). In order to collect accurate and usable data from CARLA, we attach a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensor to each one of the autonomous vehicles and pinpoint the exact location of each RSU throughout the map. We implement the CARLA-API to operate as a mediator between the bottom and middle layer. We convert the realistic AVs moving behavior to mobility data used by the Cooja, i.e., to simulate a VANET IoT scenario.

For the communication between AVs and RSUs, we are using SD-MIoT, our own open-source SDN solution for mobile IoT environments [6]. SD-MIoT consists of an OpenFlow-like data-plane protocol [8] for IoT motes that use Contiki OS and a modular SDN controller that incorporates novel mobility-aware topology discovery mechanisms, routing policies and flow-rule establishment methods, all of them balancing control overhead with routing robustness. We use a flexible, web-based, and user-friendly GUI Dashboard for the overall network monitoring and system management, providing advanced system visualization and configuration options.

To demonstrate the research potential of our experimentations, we used CARLA’s pre-build image alongside with Cooja emulator and our SD-MIoT controller. CARLA simulator is based on Unreal Engine and uses the OpenDRIVE standard for the definition of roads and urban settings. The demonstration starts with the deployment of vehicles - set on autonomous mode - within CARLA’s map. Then, Cooja emulator receives the corresponding coordinates of each vehicle and RSUs via CARLA-API. Cooja and Contiki are concentrating on network behavior and simulate the wireless node network of CARLA’s actors. The final component of our experiment’s sequence is the SD-MIoT controller, where we apply the topology control mechanisms, construct the network connectivity graph and begin the network packet generation process. SD-MIoT’s dashboard illustrates the data, and control packets in real-time, while indicating the finalization of our experiment. A relative short video is available online.

### III. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT RESULTS

In this section, we present our simulation setups, configurations, and proof-of-concept results. Our main goal is to realize the benefits of the application of SDN protocols in VANET environments towards robust communication performance. We measure the $pdr$ as well as the communication demand in terms of network control overhead. We calculate the $pdr$ as the ratio of the received data packets $R_x$ over sent data packets $S_x$; high values represent reliable data transmission, whereas lower ones reveal deficiencies in network connectivity. We compute the control overhead as the ratio of the control packets $C_x$ (i.e., topology discovery packets) propagated by each AV through RSUs over the total number of packets received by the destination $T_e = R_e + C_x$. We investigate network management and control by carrying out several simulation-runs that exploit the flexibility of centralized SDN solutions in altering network protocol parameters dynamically, in our case network topology discovery interval time. The latter is a critical parameter in mobile network conditions as its proper adjustment affects the network’s connectivity perception, which in turn improves network $pdr$.

We carried out our simulations considering a use-case scenario of 15 AVs operating in a smart city environment where 16 RSUs positioned to offer full radio coverage. The setup parameters are shown in Table I. Since we focus our study on routing processes under mobility, we assume that data loss is only related to distance and no other signal issues of the radio environment. This configuration provides specific judgments related to the SDN network layer mechanisms only and establishes a deterministic environment. As such, there is no need to validate the statistical accuracy of our results.

In Fig. 2, we depict our results using a bar chart that exhibits the end of the simulation (i.e., 30 min) the PDR for both AVs and RSUs (blue bar), that of RSUs only (red bar) and that of AVs only (green bar). Our results present three simulated scenarios where the configuration parameter Topology Refresh Time interval (TRTi) varies, i.e., 20s, 30s, and 40s. As an initial observation, we underline that frequent topology refresh processes improve the network’s $pdr$ performance. In detail, we observe that the $pdr$ of the RSUs (i.e., static network nodes), is close to 100%. This is expected since the RSUs represents fixed network nodes which maintain stable data routing paths.

On the contrary, AVs mobility imposes changes to the network connectivity graph that results in reduced $pdr$ mainly...
because the network protocol cannot detect these changes in a timely manner. In our scenario, we observe that the effect of mobility reduces the pdr of AVs to 50% and more compared to RSUs. The percentage of the pdr reduction is strongly related to the mobility behaviour of the AVs, i.e., speed and trajectory. However, we observe a notable improvement of pdr from 33% to 52% when we adjust the TRTi time from 40s to 20s.

Although frequent topology discovery attempts improve pdr, it results in increased control overhead. In Fig. 3 we observe a 10% increase from 40s to 20s TRTi. This drawback reduces network efficiency in terms of energy consumption and data traffic. However, such encumbrance can be considered acceptable depending on the network application requirements, i.e., emergency communication scenarios. Wind up we highlight that the golden rule of such scenarios lies with the network application needs, and as a result, flexible network management that dynamically configures network parameters efficiently can produce acceptable results per use-case scenario. We argue that such flexibility is embedded in SDN paradigm and even though in our current framework these changes are done by a network administrator using the SD-MIoT Controller Configuration Dashboard. We envisage as a future extension an intelligent SDN controller module that adapts network’s operation based on network application parameters, e.g., on the AV’s speed, aiming to enhance network’s QoS.

### IV. Conclusions

In this work, we provide insights about the value of an experimentation environment for SDN-based autonomous vehicles in smart cities. We briefly discussed the benefits and challenges within the SDVN domain and continued by presenting our demo architecture and simulation environment. Furthermore, we deliver information regarding our simulation setup, configuration and proof-of-concept results. Our preliminary results demonstrate that the SDN protocols will be an asset when applied in VANET environments. This environment can provide future directions to researchers and motivation to further study data management and communication in the SDVN context.
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